Algorithm-based assessment of target weight removal in acute decompensated heart failure.
Acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) remains a leading cause of hospitalization. The majority of these patients are admitted for volume overload, with fluid removal as the main therapeutic target. Practice guidelines do not appoint methods for determining the amount of volume that should be removed. The authors hypothesize that rigorous, protocol-driven establishment of a target weight to be removed would enhance actual volume removal and short-term outcomes. Forty-seven patients admitted with ADHF were enrolled. Each patient had target weight removal (TWR) determined by a heart failure (HF) specialist (serving as the gold standard). Separately, a nurse practitioner calculated the TWR from an algorithm using: (1) baseline weight, (2) renal function, and (3) degree of lower extremity edema. There was good correlation of TWR from an algorithmic approach compared with expert determination (r2 =0.8). A total of 87% of patients reached a discharge weight within 20% of the TWR. A more standardized approach to estimating target weight loss for hospitalized HF patients approximates those of HF specialists. Furthermore, this algorithm could be utilized by general practitioners in settings where an HF specialist is not readily available.